We show how to approximate a data matrix A with a much smaller sketchÃ that can be used to solve a general class of constrained k-rank approximation problems to within (1 + ) error. Importantly, this class includes k-means clustering and unconstrained low rank approximation (i.e. principal component analysis). By reducing data points to just O(k) dimensions, we generically accelerate any exact, approximate, or heuristic algorithm for these ubiquitous problems.
INTRODUCTION
Dimensionality reduction has received considerable attention in the study of fast linear algebra algorithms. The goal is to approximate a large matrix A with a much smaller sketchÃ such that solving a given problem onÃ gives a good approximation to the solution on A. This can lead to faster runtimes, reduced memory usage, or decreased distributed communication. Methods such as random sampling and Johnson-Lindenstrauss projection have been applied to a variety of problems including matrix multiplication, regression, and low rank approximation [24, 38] .
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Big Picture
We obtain a variety of new results on dimensionality reduction for both k-means and k-rank approximation (also known as singular value decomposition or principal component analysis). In the latter case,Ã is used to find a nearly optimal k-dimensional basis for reconstructing the columns of A -i.e., an approximate set of left singular vectors.
We start by noting that both problems are special cases of a general constrained k-rank approximation problem [20] , which also includes problems related to sparse and nonnegative PCA [42, 46, 4] . Then, following the coreset definitions of [21] , we introduce the concept of a projection-cost preserving sketch, an approximation where the sum of squared distances ofÃ's columns from any k-dimensional subspace is multiplicatively close to that of A. This ensures that the cost of any k-rank projection of A is well approximated bỹ A and thus, we can solve the general constrained k-rank approximation problem approximately for A usingÃ.
We then show that several efficient approaches obtain projection-cost preserving sketches with (1 + ) error. All techniques considered simply require computing an SVD, applying a random projection, or random sampling. They have well developed implementations, are robust, and can be accelerated for sparse or otherwise structured data. We show that our proofs are amenable to approximation and acceleration in the underlying sketching techniques -for example, it is possible to use fast approximate SVD algorithms, sparse Johnson-Lindenstrauss embeddings, and inexact sampling probabilities.
In addition to the applications in this paper, we hope that projection-cost preserving sketches will be useful in developing future randomized matrix algorithms. They relax the guarantee of subspace embeddings, which have received significant attention recently [43, 15] . Subspace embedding sketches require that xÃ ≈ xA simultaneously for all x, which in particular implies thatÃ preserves the cost of any column projection of A . However, in general such anÃ will require at least Θ(rank(A)) columns. On the other hand, our projection-cost preserving sketches only work for projections with rank at most k, but only require O(k) columns. 
Dimensionality Reduction Results
In Table 1 we summarize our results, showing a variety of methods for obtaining projection-cost preserving sketches. For each method, we note how many dimensions (columns) are required for a sketchÃ that achieves (1 + ) error. We compare to prior work, most of which focuses on constructing sketches for k-means clustering, but applies to general constrained k-rank approximation as well. One exception is non-oblivious random projection, since no prior results were known for k-means or the general constrained problem.
The smallest dimension projection-cost preserving sketches can be obtained by projecting A's rows onto its top k/ right singular vectors (identified using a partial singular value decomposition). Our analysis improves on [21] , which requires an O(k/ 2 ) rank approximation. However, we note that our proof nearly follows from work in that paper.
Due to the expense of computing an SVD, we show that any nearly optimal set of k/ right singular vectors also suffices. This result improves on a (2 + ) bound in [13] and allows for the application of fast approximate SVD algorithms based on Krylov subspace methods or randomized techniques [24] . SVD sketches offer some unique practical advantages. k is typically small so the lack of constant factors and 1/ dependence (vs. 1/ 2 ) can be significant. We also show that a smaller sketch suffices when A's spectrum is not uniform, a condition that is simple to check in practice.
While our SVD based dimensionality reduction results are valuable for k-means clustering and other constrained problems, they are not useful for the unconstrained approximate SVD problem itself -findingÃ would be just as hard as solving the problem directly. Nevertheless, we give projectioncost preserving sketches based on random projection and feature selection that are useful in both the constrained and unconstrained setting. These results are based on a unified proof technique that relies on a reduction to a spectral approximation problem. The approach allows us to tighten and generalize a fruitful line of work in [10, 12, 13, 9] , which were the first papers to address dimensionality reduction for k-means using random projection and feature selection.
Specifically, we show that a (1 + ) error projection-cost preserving sketch can be obtained by randomly projecting A's rows to O(k/ 2 ) dimensions -i.e., right multiplying by a Johnson-Lindenstrauss (JL) matrix with O(k/ 2 ) columns. Sampling O(k log k/ 2 ) columns or using deterministic BSS selection (based on [7] ) to pick O(k/ 2 ) columns also suffices. † k-means clustering only. ‡ k-rank approximation only.
Our random projection result gives the lowest communication relative error distributed algorithm for k-means, improving on [34, 6, 30] . It also gives an oblivious dimension reduction technique for computing the unconstrained SVD, providing an alternative to the algorithms in [43, 15] that has streaming applications. We complete the picture by showing that the non-oblivious technique in [43, 15] generalizes to constrained k-rank approximation. This method multiplies A on the left by a Johnson-Lindenstrauss matrix with just O(k/ ) rows and then projects onto the row span of this smaller matrix. For low rank approximation, our feature selection results are similar to column-based matrix reconstruction [19, 23, 8, 11] , but we give stronger guarantees at the cost of worse dependence (see discussion in Section 7) .
For general constrained k-rank approximation, it is not possible to reduce to dimension below Θ(k). However, we conclude by showing that it is possible to do better for kmeans clustering by leveraging the problem's specific structure. Randomly projecting to O(log k/ 2 ) dimensions is sufficient to obtain a (9 + ) approximation to the optimal clustering. This gives the first k-means sketch with dimension independent of the input size and sublinear in k. It was known via the standard Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma that O(log n/ 2 ) dimension projections yield (1 + ) error [13] . Our result offers significantly reduced dimension and we are interested in whether our (9 + ) bound can be improved.
Road Map
Section 2 Review notation and linear algebra basics. Introduce constrained low rank approximation and demonstrate that k-means clustering is a special case of the problem. Section 3 Introduce projection-cost preserving sketches and their applications. Section 4 Overview our approach and give sufficient conditions for projection-cost preservation. Section 5 Prove that projecting onto A's top k/ singular vectors or finding an approximately optimal k/ -rank approximation gives a projection-cost preserving sketch. Section 6 Reduce projection-cost preservation to spectral norm matrix approximation. Section 7 Use the reduction to prove random projection and feature selection results. Section 8 Prove O(k/ ) dimension non-oblivious randomized projection result. Section 9 Prove O(log k/ 2 ) random projection result for (9 + ) k-means approximation. Section 10 Present example applications of our results to streaming and distributed algorithms.
PRELIMINARIES

Linear Algebra Basics
Consider A ∈ R n×d . Let r = rank(A). Using a singular value decomposition, we can write A = UΣV , where U ∈ R n×r and V ∈ R d×r have orthonormal columns (the left and right singular vectors of A), and Σ ∈ R r×r is a positive diagonal matrix containing the singular values of A: σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ ... ≥ σr. A's pseudoinverse is given by
A's squared Frobenius norm is given by
i . Its spectral norm is given by A 2 = σ1. Let Σ k be Σ with all but its largest k singular values zeroed out. Let U k and V k be U and V with all but their first k columns zeroed out. For any k ≤ r, A k = UΣ k V = U k Σ k V k is the closest rank k approximation to A for any unitarily invariant norm, including the Frobenius norm and spectral norm [40] . That is, for ξ ∈ {2, F },
We often work with the remainder A−A k and label it A r\k . For any M and N,
This property is known as spectral submultiplicativity. It implies that multiplying by an orthogonal projection matrix (which only has singular values of 0 or 1) can only decrease Frobenius norm, a fact we use repeatedly.
If M and N have the same dimensions and MN = 0
This matrix Pythagorean theorem follows from M + N 2 F = tr((M + N)(M + N) ). As an example, note that since A k is an orthogonal projection of A and A r\k is its residual, A k A r\k = 0. Thus,
F . For any two symmetric matrices M, N ∈ R n×n , M N indicates that N − M is positive semidefinite -that is, it has all nonnegative eigenvalues and x (N − M)x ≥ 0 for all x ∈ R n . We use λi(M) to denote the i th largest eigenvalue of M in absolute value.
Finally, we often use P to denote an orthogonal projection matrix, which is any matrix that can be written as P = QQ where Q has orthonormal columns. Multiplying a matrix by P on the left will project its columns to the column span of Q. If Q has just k columns, P has rank k. Note that B * = PA minimizes A − B F amongst all matrices B whose columns lie in the column span of Q [45].
Constrained Low Rank Approximation
To develop sketching algorithms for k-means clustering and low rank approximation, we show that both problems reduce to a general constrained low rank approximation objective. Consider a matrix A ∈ R n×d and any set S of rank k orthogonal projection matrices in R n×n . We want to find
We often write Y = In×n − P and refer to A − PA 2 F = YA 2 F as the cost of the projection P. When S is the set of all rank k orthogonal projections, this problem is equivalent to finding the optimal rank k approximation for A, and is solved by computing U k using an SVD algorithm and setting P * = U k U k . In this case, the cost of the optimal projection is
As the optimum cost in the unconstrained case, A r\k 2 F is a universal lower bound on A − PA 2 F .
k-Means Clustering as Constrained Low Rank Approximation
Formally, k-means clustering asks us to partition n vectors in R d , {a1, . . . , an}, into k cluster sets, {C1, . . . , C k }. Let µ i be the centroid of the vectors in Ci. Let A ∈ R n×d be a data matrix containing our vectors as rows and let C(aj) be the set that vector aj is assigned to. The goal is to minimize the objective function
To see that k-means clustering is an instance of general constrained low rank approximation, we use a linear algebraic formulation of the objective function that has been used critically in prior dimension reduction work (e.g. [10] ).
For
, the center of ai's assigned cluster. So we can express the k-means objective function as:
By construction, the columns of XC have disjoint supports and so are orthonormal vectors. Thus XC X C is an orthogonal projection matrix with rank k, and k-means is just the constrained low rank approximation problem of (1) with S as the set of all possible cluster projection matrices XC X C .
PROJECTION-COST PRESERVATION
We hope to find an approximately optimal constrained low rank approximation (1) for A by optimizing P (either exactly or approximately) over a sketchÃ ∈ R n×d with d d. This approach will certainly work if the cost Ã − PÃ 2 F approximates the cost of A−PA 2 F for any P ∈ S. An even stronger requirement is thatÃ approximates projection-cost for all rank k projections (of which S is a subset). We call such anÃ a projection-cost preserving sketch.
This definition is equivalent to the (k, )-coresets of [21] (see their Definition 2). It can be strengthened slightly by requiring a one-sided error bound, which some of our sketching methods will achieve. The tighter bound is required for results that do not have constant factors in the sketch size.
Definition 2 (Rank k Projection-Cost Preserving Sketch with One-sided Error).Ã ∈ R n×d is a rank k projectioncost preserving sketch of A ∈ R n×d with one-sided error 0 ≤ < 1 if, for all rank k orthogonal projections P ∈ R n×n ,
F , for some fixed non-negative constant c that may depend on A andÃ but is independent of P.
Application to Constrained Low Rank Approximation
It is straightforward to show that a projection-cost preserving sketch is sufficient for approximately optimizing (1), our constrained low rank approximation problem.
Lemma 3 (Low Rank Approximation via Projection-Cost
Preserving Sketches). For A ∈ R n×d and any set S of rank k orthogonal projections, let
That is, ifP is an (approximately) optimal solution for A, then it is also approximately optimal for A.
Proof. By optimality ofP
Furthermore, sinceÃ is projection-cost preserving,
Combining (2), (3), and (4), we see that:
where the final step follows from c ≥ 0 and γ ≥ 1.
For 0 ≤ < 1, to achieve (1 + )γ approximation with Lemma 3, we need to set = 2+ ≥ 3 . Using Definition 2 gives a variation that avoids this constant factor adjustment:
Lemma 4 (Low Rank Approximation via One-sided Error Projection-Cost Preserving Sketches). For A ∈ R n×d and any set S of rank k orthogonal projections, let
IfÃ is a rank k projection-cost preserving sketch for A with one-sided error , then for any
Proof. Identical to the proof of Lemma 3 except that (4) can be replaced by Ã −PÃ 2 F ≥ A −PA 2 F − c, which gives the result when combined with (2) and (3).
SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS
With Lemmas 3 and 4 in place, we seek to characterize what sketches suffice for projection-cost preservation, giving sufficient conditions that are used throughout the paper. Before a full technical analysis, it is helpful to overview our general approach and highlight connections to prior work.
Our Approach
Using the notation Y = In×n − P, we can rewrite the guarantees for Definitions 1 and 2 as:
Thus, in approximating A withÃ, we are really attempting to approximate AA . Furthermore, all of the sketching approaches analyzed in this paper are linear -i.e. we can always writeÃ = AR. Suppose our sketching dimension is m = O(k). For an SVD sketch, R = Vm. For a Johnson-Lindenstrauss random projection, R is a d × m random matrix. For a column selection sketch, R is a d × m matrix with one nonzero per column. So, our goal is to show:
A common trend in prior work has been to attack this analysis by splitting A into separate orthogonal components [20, 13] . In particular, previous results note that A = A k +A r\k and implicitly compare
We adopt this same technique, but make the comparison explicit and analyze the difference between each of the four terms separately. In Lemma 6, the allowable error in each term will correspond to E1, E2, E3, and E4, respectively. Additionally, our analysis generalizes the approach by splitting A into a wider variety of orthogonal pairs. Our SVD results split A = A k/ + A r\ k/ , our random projection results split A = A 2k + A r\2k , and our column selection results split A = AZZ + A(I − ZZ ) for an approximately optimal rank-k projection ZZ . Finally, our O(log k) result for k-means clustering splits A = P * A + (I − P * )A where P * is the optimal k-means projection matrix for A.
Characterization of Projection-Cost Preserving Sketches
To formally analyze what sort of error, E =ÃÃ −AA , is permissible for a projection-cost preserving sketch we start with Definition 2 (one-sided error), which will constrain E most tightly. We then loosen restrictions on E to show conditions that suffice for Definition 1 (two-sided error). For ease of notation, write C = AA andC =ÃÃ . The general idea of Lemma 5 is simple. Restricting E 0 (which implies tr(E) ≤ 0) ensures that the projectionindependent constant in our sketch is non-negative, which is essential for Lemmas 3 and 4. Then we observe that, since P is a rank k projection, any projection-dependent error at worst depends on the largest k eigenvalues of our error matrix. Since the cost of any rank k projection is at least
to achieve relative error approximation. 
The second step follows from the cyclic property of the trace and the fact that Y 2 = Y since Y is a projection matrix. So to prove Lemma 5, all we have to show is
Since E is symmetric, let v1, . . . , vr be the eigenvectors of E, and write E = r i=1 λi(E)viv i and thus
λi(E) tr(Pviv i ).
For all i, 0 ≤ tr(Pviv i ) ≤ vi 2 2 ≤ 1 and r i=1 tr(Pviv i ) ≤ tr(P) = k. Thus, since E 0 and accordingly has all negative eigenvalues, r i=1 λi(E) tr(Pviv i ) is minimized when tr(Pviv i ) = 1 for v1, . . . , v k , the eigenvectors corresponding to E's largest magnitude eigenvalues. So,
The upper bound in Equation (8) Lemma 5 is enough to prove that the SVD gives a sufficient sketch for constrained low rank approximation (see Section 5) . However, other sketching techniques will introduce a broader class of error matrices, which we handle next. Lemma 6.Ã is a rank k projection-cost preserving sketch with two-sided error (i.e. satisfies Definition 1) as long as we can writeC = C + E1 The proof of Lemma 6 is more involved than that of Lemma 5, so we refer the reader to our full paper [16] .
SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION
Lemmas 5 and 6 provide a framework for analyzing a variety of projection-cost preserving techniques. We first consider a sketchÃ that is simply A projected onto its top m = k/ singular vectors. As stated, this sketch has the same dimensions as A, but sinceÃ = Am is simply UmΣm under rotation, we can actually solve constrained low rank approximation using UmΣm = AVm as our data matrix. This form of the sketch has data dimension m = k/ and can be computed using a truncated SVD algorithm.
Our analysis is very close to Corollary 4.2 in [21] , which claims that O(k/ 2 ) singular vectors suffice. Simply noticing that k-means is constrained low rank approximation is enough to tighten their result to k/ . In Appendix A of our full paper, we show that k/ is tight [16] . Fewer singular vectors cannot give a (1 + ) approximation in general.
As in [13] , we show that our analysis is robust to imperfection in our singular vector computation. This allows for the use of randomized approximate SVD algorithms, which can be faster than exact methods [24] . They are often highly parallelizable and require few passes over A, which limits costly memory accesses. In addition to Krylov subspace methods like the Lanczos algorithm, asymptotic runtime gains may also be substantial for sparse data matrices.
Exact SVD
Theorem 7. Let m = k/ . For any A ∈ R n×d , the sketch A = Am satisfies the conditions of Definition 2. Specifically, for any rank k orthogonal projection P,
Proof. We haveC =ÃÃ = (A − A r\m )(A − A r\m ) = AA − A r\m A r\m . The last equality follows from noting that AA r\m = (Am + A r\m )A r\m = A r\m A r\m since the rows of A r\m and Am lie in orthogonal subspaces and so AmA r\m = 0. Now, we simply apply Lemma 5, setting E = −A r\m A r\m . We know thatC = C + E, E is symmetric, and E 0 since A r\m A r\m is positive semidefinite. Finally,
The final inequality follows from the fact that
since the last sum contains just the smallest k terms of the previous sum, which has m = k/ terms. So by Lemma 5:
Note that, in practice, it may be possible to set m k/ . Specifically, k/ singular vectors are only required for the condition of Equation 10, m+k i=m+1 σ 2 i (A) ≤ A r\k 2 F , when the top k/ singular values of A are all equal. If the spectrum of A decays, the equation will hold for a smaller m. Furthermore, it is easy to check the condition by iteratively computing the singular values of A and stopping once a sufficiently high m is found.
Approximate SVD
Next we claim that any approximately optimal set of top singular vectors suffices for sketching A. Theorem 8. Let m = k/ . For any A ∈ R n×d and any orthonormal matrix Z ∈ R d×m satisfying A − AZZ 2 F ≤ (1 + ) A r\m 2 F , the sketchÃ = AZZ satisfies Definition 2. Specifically, for all rank k orthogonal projections P,
In recent years, this sort of relative error approximation to the SVD has become standard [43, 24] . Additionally, note that this theorem implies that the sketch AZ ∈ R n× k/ also satisfies Definition 2. The proof of Theorem 8 is included in Appendix B of our full paper [16] . The full paper also includes a proof for the even more general case wheñ A is a good low rank approximation of A but may not be a row projection -i.e.Ã doesn't necessarily take the form AZZ . This is the sort of sketch obtained, for example, by the randomized low rank result in [15] (see Theorem 47).
REDUCTION TO SPECTRAL NORM MATRIX APPROXIMATION
Our column selection and random projection results rely on a reduction from the requirements of Lemma 6 to spectral norm matrix approximation. For column selection and random projection, we can always writeÃ = AR, where R ∈ R d×m is either a matrix that selects and reweights columns of A or a random Johnson-Lindenstrauss matrix. In order to simplify our proofs we wish to construct a new matrix B such that, along with a few other conditions, BRR B − BB 2 < implies thatÃ = AR satisfies the conditions of Lemma 6. Specifically we show: A r\k F · (A − AZZ ) as its remaining n rows. Then 1 ≤ BB 2 ≤ 2, tr(BB ) ≤ 3k, and tr(B2B 2 ) ≤ 2k. Furthermore, if
and
thenÃ = AR satisfies Lemma 6 with error 6 .
Constructing B is really an approach to splitting A into orthogonal pairs as described in Section 4.1. The conditions on Z ensure that AZZ is a good low rank approximation for A in both the Frobenius norm and spectral norm. We can simply define B with Z = V 2k , the top right singular vectors of A. In fact, this is what we do for our random projection result. However, to compute sampling probabilities for column selection, we need to compute Z explicitly and so want the flexibility of using an approximate SVD algorithm. A proof of Lemma 10 is contained in our full paper [16] .
RANDOM PROJECTION AND FEATURE SELECTION
The reduction in Lemma 10 reduces the problem of finding a projection-cost preserving sketch to well understood matrix sketching guarantees -subspace embedding (11) and trace preservation (12) . A variety of techniques achieve the error bounds required, including families of subspace embedding matrices which are often referred to as Johnson-Lindenstrauss or random projection matrices. These families are listed alongside random column sampling and deterministic column selection sketches below. Note that M below corresponds to the transpose of B in Lemma 10. Lemma 11 requires M to have stable rank M 2 F / M 2 2 ≤ k. If M has rank ≤ k, it is well known that M R RM − M M 2 ≤ holds for families 1, 2, and 3 because they are all subspace embedding matrices. It can be shown that the relaxed stable rank guarantee is sufficient as well [18] . In [16] , we include an alternative proof for families 1, 2, and 3 that gives a slightly worse δ dependence for some constructions but does not rely on stable rank results. For family 4, M R RM − M M 2 ≤ follows from Example 4.3 in [27] . Family 5 uses a variation on the algorithm introduced in [7] and extended in [18] for stable rank. See [16] for why tr(M R RM) − tr(M M) ≤ k holds for each family.
To apply Lemma 11 to Lemma 10, we first set M to 1 2 B and use the sketch matrix R . Applying Lemma 11 with = /4 gives requirement (11) with probability 1 − δ. For families 1, 2, and 3, (12) follows from applying Lemma 11 separately with M = 1 2 B 2 and = /4. For family 4, the trace condition follows from noting that sampling probabilities computed using B upper bound the correct probabilities for B2 and are thus sufficient. For family 5, an additional argument is required (see full paper [16] ).
Random Projection
Since the first three matrix families listed are all oblivious (do not depend on M) we can apply Lemma 10 with any suitable B, including the one coming from the exact SVD with Z = V 2k . Note that B does not need to be computed at all to apply these oblivious reductions -it is purely for the analysis. This gives our main random projection result:
Theorem 12. Let R ∈ R d ×d be drawn from any of the first three matrix families from Lemma 11. Then, for any matrix A ∈ R n×d , with probability at least 1 − O(δ), AR is a rank k projection-cost preserving sketch of A (i.e. satisfies Definition 1) with error O( ).
Family 1 gives oblivious reduction to O(k/ 2 ) dimensions, while family 2 achieves O(k 2 / 2 ) dimensions with the advantage of being faster to apply to A, especially when our data is sparse. Family 3 allows a tradeoff between output dimension and computational cost.
Column Sampling
Feature selection methods like column sampling are often preferred to feature extraction methods like JL or SVD reduction. Sampling produces a sketch that is easier to interpret, indicating which original data dimensions are most 'important'. Furthermore, the output sketch often maintains useful characteristics of the input data (e.g. sparsity).
The guarantees of family 4 immediately imply that feature selection via column sampling suffices for obtaining a (1 + ) error projection-cost preserving sketch. However, unlike the first three families, family 4 is non-oblivious -our column sampling probabilities and new column weights are computed using B and hence a low rank subspace Z satisfying the conditions of Lemma 10. If Z is chosen to equal V 2k (as suggested for Lemma 10), computing the subspace alone could be costly. So, we specifically structured Lemma 10 to allow for the use of an approximation to V 2k . Additionally, we show that, once a suitable Z is identified, for instance using an approximate SVD algorithm, sampling probabilities can be approximated in nearly input-sparsity time, without having to explicitly compute B. The details are included in our full paper [16] . Putting everything together gives:
F , for any < 1 and δ, there is an algorithm running in time O(nnz(A) log(d/δ) + kd log(d/δ)) that returns anÃ containing O(k log(k/δ)/ 2 ) reweighted columns of A, such that, with probability at least 1 − δ,Ã is a rank k projection-cost preserving sketch for A (i.e. satisfies Definition 1) with error .
Our column sampling procedure is strongly connected to recent work on column based matrix reconstruction [19, 23, 8, 11] . Our result shows that it is possible to start with a constant factor approximate SVD and sample A's columns by a combination of the row norms of Z and and the column norms of A − AZZ T . In other words, to sample by a combination of leverage scores with respect to Z and residuals after projecting A's rows onto the subspace spanned by Z. In [11] , a very similar technique is used in Algorithm 1. A is first sampled according to leverage score. Then, in an adaptive sampling process, A is sampled by the column norms of the residuals after projection to the columns selected in the first round (see Section 3.4.3 of [11] for details). Intuitively, our single-shot procedure avoids this adaptive step by incorporating residuals into the initial sampling probabilities.
Additionally, note that our procedure recovers a sketch withÕ(k/ 2 ) columns. If we compute the top k singular vectors of our sketch, projecting to these vectors gives a (1 + ) approximate low rank approximation to A. In [11] , the 1/ dependence is linear, rather than quadratic, but the selected columns satisfy a weaker notion: there exists some good k-rank approximation falling within their span.
Deterministic Column Selection
Finally, family 5 gives an algorithm for feature selection that produces a (1 + ) projection-cost preserving sketch with just O(k/ 2 ) columns. The BSS Algorithm is a deterministic procedure introduced in [7] for selecting rows from a matrix M using a selection matrix R so that M R RM− M M 2 ≤ . The algorithm is slow -it runs in poly(n, q, 1/ ) time for an M with n columns and q rows. However, the procedure can be advantageous over sampling methods like family 4 because it reduces a rank k matrix to O(k) dimensions instead of O(k log k). [18] extends this result to matrices with stable rank ≤ k.
Furthermore, we can substantially reduce runtime of the procedure in practice. First sample A down to O(k log k/ 2 ) columns using Theorem 14 to produce A. Additionally, as for family 4, instead of fully computing B, we can compute ΠB where Π is a sparse subspace embedding (e.g. from family 2 ). ΠB will have dimension just O((k log k) 2 / 6 ) × O(k log k/ 2 ). As Π will preserve the spectral norm of B, it is clear that the column subset chosen for ΠB will also be a valid subset for B. Overall this strategy gives:
Theorem 15. For any A ∈ R n×d and any < 1, δ > 0, there is an algorithm running in time O(nnz(A) log(d/δ) + poly(k, 1/ , log(1/δ))d) which returnsÃ containing O(k/ 2 ) reweighted columns of A, such that, with probability at least 1 − δ,Ã is a rank k projection-cost preserving sketch for A (i.e. satisfies Definition 1) with error .
NON-OBLIVIOUS PROJECTION
For our last (1 + ) error result, we show how to obtain projection-cost preserving sketches using a non-oblivious random projection technique that is standard for approximate SVD algorithms [43, 15] . To obtain a sketch of A, we first multiply on the left by a Johnson-Lindenstrauss matrix with O(k/ ) rows. We then project the rows of A onto the row span of this much shorter matrix to obtainÃ. In this way, we have projected A to a random subspace, albeit one that depends on the rows of A (i.e. non-obliviously chosen). This method gives an improved dependence over the oblivious approach of multiplying A on the right by a single Johnson-Lindenstrauss matrix (Theorem 12). Specifically, we show:
Theorem 16. For 0 ≤ < 1, let R be drawn from one of the first three Johnson-Lindenstrauss distributions of Lemma 11 with = O(1) and k = O(k/ ). Then, for any A ∈ R n×d , let A = RA and let Z be a matrix whose columns form an orthonormal basis for the rowspan of A. With probability 1 − δ,Ã = AZ is a projection-cost preserving sketch for A satisfying the conditions of Definition 2 with error .
For example, if R is a dense JL matrix (family 1 in Lemma 11), it will reduce A to O( k +log(1/δ) 2 ) = O(k/ + log(1/δ)) rows and thus AZ will have O(k/ + log(1/δ)) columns.
The proof of Theorem 16 is fairly involved and is deferred to our full paper [16] . In the process, we require an approximate SVD with a spectral norm guarantee. A sufficient bound is given in Theorem 10.8 of [24] , but we also include an alternative proof based on projection-cost preservation to illustrate the application of our techniques.
CONSTANT FACTOR APPROXIMATION WITH O(LOG K) DIMENSIONS
In this section we show that randomly projecting A to just O(log k/ 2 ) dimensions using a Johnson-Lindenstrauss matrix is sufficient for approximating k-means up to a factor of (9+ ). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first result achieving a constant factor approximation using a sketch with data dimension independent of the input size (n and d) and sublinear in k. This result opens up the interesting question of whether it is possible to achieve a (1 + ) relative error approximation to k-means using just O(log k) rather than O(k) dimensions. Specifically, we show:
drawn from a JL distribution, letÃ = AR . Let S be the set of all k-cluster projection matrices,
In other words, ifP is a cluster indicator matrix (see Section 2.3) for an approximately optimal clustering ofÃ, then the clustering is also within a constant factor of optimal for A. Note that there are a variety of distributions that are sufficient for choosing R. For example, we may use the dense Rademacher matrix distribution of family 1 of Lemma 11, or a sparse family such as those given in [29] .
To achieve the O(log k/ 2 ) bound, we must focus specifically on k-means clustering -it is clear that projecting to < k dimensions is insufficient for solving general constrained k-rank approximation asÃ will not even have rank k.
Proof. As mentioned in Section 4.1, the main idea is to analyze an O(log k/ 2 ) dimension random projection by splitting A in a substantially different way than we did in the analysis of other sketches. Specifically, we split it according to its optimal k clustering and the remainder matrix:
For conciseness, write B = P * A and B = (I − P * )A. So A = B + B andÃ = BR + BR . By the triangle inequality and as projection can only decrease Frobenius norm:
Next note that B is simply A with every row replaced by its cluster center (in the optimal clustering of A). So B has just k distinct rows. Multiplying by a Johnson-Lindenstauss matrix with O(log(k/δ)/ 2 ) columns will preserve the squared distances between all of these k points with probability 1 − δ. It is not difficult to see that preserving distances is sufficient to preserve the cost of any clustering of B since we can rewrite the k-means objection function as a linear function of squared distances alone:
Combining with (13) and noting that square rooting can only reduce multiplicative error, we have:
Rewrite BR =Ã − BR . By the triangle inequality and as projection can only decrease Frobenius norm, A−PA F
As discussed in Section 7, multiplying by a JL matrix with at least O(log(1/δ)/ 2 ) columns will preserve the Frobenius norm of any fixed matrix up to error so BR F ≤ (1 + ) B F . Using this and the fact that
Finally, we note that B = A − P * A and again apply the fact that multiplying by R preserves the Frobenius norm of any fixed matrix with high probability. So, Ã − P * Ã F ≤ (1 + ) A − P * A F and thus:
Squaring and adjusting by a constant gives the result.
APPLICATIONS TO STREAMING AND DISTRIBUTED ALGORITHMS
As mentioned, there has been an enormous amount of work on exact and approximate k-means clustering algorithms [28, 31, 32, 3, 25] . Applying our dimension reduction results black box gives immediate improvements to existing algorithms with runtime dependence on dimension.
Our results also have a variety of distributed and streaming applications. The size of coresets for k-means typically depend on data dimension, so our relative error sketches with just k/ dimensions and constant error sketches with O(log k) dimensions give the smallest known constructions. See [26, 25, 5, 21] for more information on coresets and their use in approximation algorithms and distributed and streaming computation. Aside from these immediate results, we briefly describe two example applications of our work.
Streaming Low Rank Approximation
For A ∈ R n×d , consider the problem of finding an approximately optimal k-rank subspace to project the rows of A onto -i.e. an approximate SVD like the one required for Theorem 8. That is, we wish to find Z ∈ R d×k such that
Building on [35] , [22] gives a deterministic algorithm for this problem using O(dk/ ) words of space in the row-wise streaming model, where the matrix A is presented to a server one row at a time. [44] gives a nearly matching lower bound, showing that Θ(dk/ ) bits of space is necessary.
Applying Theorem 12 gives a solution usingÕ(dk/ 2 ) words andÕ(log k log n) bits of space in the turnstile streaming model where arbitrary additive updates to entries in A are presented in a stream. Word size is typically assumed to be O(log d log n) bits, giving anÕ(dk/ 2 ) word space bound. HereÕ(·) hides log factors in k and the failure probability.
We simply sketch A by multiplying on the left by añ O(k/ 2 ) × n matrix drawn from family 3 of Lemma 11, which only takesÕ(log k log n) bits to specify. We obtain Z by computing the top k singular vectors of the sketch. This gives the best algorithm for turnstile streams using only a single pass over A, nearly matching the Θ(dk/ ) lower bound for the more restrictive row-wise model. Earlier approximate SVD algorithms [43, 15] relying on non-oblivious random projection could not give such a result.
Distributed k-means clustering
In [5] , the authors give a distributed k-means algorithm for the setting where A's rows are arbitrarily partitioned across s servers. Assuming all servers can communicate with a central coordinator in one hop, their algorithm requires total communicationÕ(kd + sk) (hiding dependence on error and failure probability δ). A recent line of work [34, 30, 6] seeks to improve this bound by applying the SVD based dimensionality reduction result of [21] . The idea is to apply a distributed SVD algorithm (also referred to as distributed PCA) to compute the top d right singular vectors of A. Each server can then locally project its data rows onto these singular vectors before applying the clustering algorithm from [5] , which will useÕ(kd +sk) communication.
Oblivious random projection (Theorem 12) can be used to avoid the distributed PCA preprocessing step, which inherently requires O(sdk) total communication. Theorem 1.2 of [30] gives a lower bound. Intuitively, the cost stems from having to share O(k) singular vectors, each in R d , amongst the s servers. Using Theorem 12, a central coordinator can instead send out bits specifying a single JL matrix. Each server can then project its data to justÕ(k/ 2 ) dimensions and proceed to run the k-means algorithm of [5] . They could also further reduce down to k/ dimensions using a distributed PCA algorithm or to O(k/ ) dimensions using our non-oblivious projection technique. A detailed algorithm is given in our full paper [16] yielding the first result with communication only logarithmic in the input dimension d. Corollary 20. Given A ∈ R n×d with rows partitioned across s servers, all connected to a coordinator with a γ-approximate algorithm for k-means, there is a distributed algorithm computing a (1 + )γ-approximation to the optimal clustering that succeeds with probability > 1 − δ and communicates justÕ(s log d log k) bits,Õ (sk/ ) vectors in RÕ (k/ 2 ) , and 
OPEN QUESTIONS
As mentioned, whether it is possible to improve our (9+ ) k-means approximation guarantee for random projection to O(log k/ 2 ) dimensions is an intriguing open question.
We also wonder if our column sampling results can be used for fast low rank approximation algorithms based on sampling. Theorem 14 uses a constant factor approximate SVD to return a sketch from which one can achieve (1+ ) approximation. Is it possible to start with an even coarser SVD or set of sampling probabilities and use this refinement procedure to iteratively obtain better probabilities and eventually a relative error approximation? Such an algorithm would only require computing exact SVDs on small column samples, possibly leading to advantages over JL methods if A is sparse or structured. Iterative algorithms of this form exist for approximate regression [33, 17] . Extending these results to low rank approximation is an interesting open question.
